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Abstract: This work investigates the real-time performance of Linux kernels and distributions with
a PREEMPT_RT real-time patch on ARM-based embedded devices. Experimental measurements,
which are mainly based on heuristic methods, provide novel insights into Linux real-time perfor-
mance on ARM-based embedded devices (e.g., BeagleBoard and RaspberryPi). Evaluations of the
Linux real-time performance are based on specific real-time software measurement modules, devel-
oped for this purpose, and the use of a standard benchmark tool, cyclictest. Software modules were
designed upon the introduction of a new response task model, an innovative aspect of this work.
Measurements include the latency of response tasks at user and kernel space, the response on the exe-
cution of periodic tasks, the maximum sustained frequency and general latency performance metrics.
The results show that in such systems the PREEMPT_RT patch provides more improved real-time
performance than the default Linux kernels. The latencies and particularly the worst-case latencies
are reduced with real-time support, thus making such devices running Linux with PREEMPT_RT
more appropriate for use in time-sensitive embedded control systems and applications. Furthermore,
the proposed performance measurements approach and evaluation methodology could be applied
and deployed on other Linux-based real-time platforms.

Keywords: real-time operating systems; PREEMPT_RT; response latency; performance measure-
ments; embedded devices

1. Introduction

The standard Linux kernel initially was designed as a time-sharing system without
taking time-determinism strictly into account. However, over the years, many of the
improvements designed and developed by the PREEMPT_RT project (documentation is
maintained on the Linux Foundation Wiki [1]) are now part of the mainline Linux kernel
according to the Linutronix Co. [2]. In the past, approaches that have been considered in
providing a Linux kernel with real-time capabilities, either improve the Linux kernel itself
so that it provides bounded latencies for real-time applications (e.g., the PREEMPT_RT
project) or add a layer below the Linux kernel (co-kernel approach) that handles all the real-
time requirements separately (e.g., RTLinux, RTAI and Xenomai) [3–5]. Regarding latency
issues, although RTAI and Xenomai offer lower latency than PREEMPT_RT, Linutronix
tests show that the differences are not so significant, especially in real-world scenarios.
Other approaches use specific CPU architectures like the ARM with a programmable
real-time unit subsystem (PRU) [6], or combinations of GPU and FPGA solutions [7].

There is a growing tendency in the use of Linux in the domain of embedded systems
for real-time control applications. The results of an Aspencore survey [8] indicate that
open-source operating systems like Linux and FreeRTOS continue to dominate, while other
platforms are declining. Embedded systems are primarily used in real-world applications.
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Real-time embedded systems are employed by a wide variety of applications ranging
from simple consumer electronics and home appliances to military weapons and space
systems [9]. A VDC Research study [10] suggests that the fast growth of IoT (Internet of
Things) is accelerating the move towards open-source Linux in embedded market share.
Its open-source license, very good performance and ease of adaptation in various hardware
systems, utilizing at the same time the multicore and high-frequency architecture of such
devices, has placed a considerable interest in developing control applications based on such
systems [11–14]. Additionally, the increasing requirements of real-time applications and
the need to reduce development costs and time to market led to an increase in the interest
for employing COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) hardware and software components in
real-time domains, for example, commercially available embedded microcontrollers (by
BeagleBoard, NXP Semiconductors, Texas Instruments, Qualcomm, Intel, etc.) [15–17].
However, despite the continuous increase in the utilization of COTS-based components,
their reliable performance in real-time systems still remains under further research, which
is an objective of this work too.

This research work investigates the Linux kernel real-time capabilities with a PRE-
EMPT_RT patch in handling real-time tasks and operations at user and kernel space. For
this purpose, it explores a variety of popular Linux kernels and distributions (Debian,
Ubuntu, Arch Linux) running in ARM-based embedded platforms, such as Raspberry
Pi (a Raspberry Pi3, referred to from now on as RPi3) and BeagleBoard microcontroller
(a BeagleBone AI-Artificial Intelligence, referred to from now on as BBAI). The choice of
ARM-based microcontrollers is because they are being extensively used for embedded
low-powered control applications, due to their computing power in regard to their price,
their ease of use with peripheral equipment and low-energy consumption [18,19]. Research
shows that such systems are capable of supporting adequate timing for most measurement
purposes [20–23]. Therefore, such ARM-based embedded devices seem to be appropriate
multicore platforms for hosting a real-time system controller, so it was encouraging to
install and test Linux kernels with the PREEMPT_RT patch on such platforms. Although
the Linux kernel distributions for RPis and BBAIs do not currently have any hard real-time
support, this is possible with the installation and configuration of the PREEMPT_RT patch.
However, there is still no sufficient research work in the evaluation of the real-time perfor-
mance of Linux kernels patched with PREEMPT_RT on such development platforms. This
was one of the major motivations to investigate the real-time Linux kernel performance
with the real-time preemption patch. For the purposes of this research, specific software
modules were developed and applied together with the cyclictest standard benchmark
tool [24] to investigate and evaluate the real-time performance of Linux kernels patched
with PREEMPT_RT. Virtual platforms such as the GEM5 simulator [25–27] and the QEMU
emulator [28–30] could have also been used for simulating such ARM multicore architec-
tures, albeit the QEMU emulator is not guaranteeing timing (cycle) accuracy [31]. There
are no free cycle-accurate simulators available for recent ARM cores. Therefore, as the
best solution, it was decided to use an ARM-based development board for Linux OS with
PREEMPT_RT performance evaluation. In any case, in future work, we intend to use the
QUEMU emulator to evaluate OS real-time performance on such embedded platforms.

In real-time systems, low latencies do ensure quicker response times, but the most
important is to be deterministic. The PREEMPT_RT patch improves the Linux kernel itself
by providing bounded latencies and predictability. This is an outcome of this research too.
The experimental measurements do provide some evidence that a latency value of about
150 µs, as an upper bound, could be an acceptable safety margin for real-time embedded
systems based on such devices and connected to various kinds of actuators, which require
guaranteed response times below this threshold value.

This research work contributes on providing new experimental results on real-time
performance and latency metrics for Linux kernels patched with PREEMPT_RT, running
on such embedded devices (RPi3 and BBAI). A new response task model is introduced
upon which novel software real-time measurement modules were designed. Particular
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effort was placed on measuring the throughput time delay of response and periodic tasks’
execution at user and kernel space. The measurements include the maximum sustained
frequency, the response latency of user and kernel tasks and general latency performance
metrics using the cyclictest benchmark.

Some of the key features and novel contributions of this research work are the follow-
ing: (1) provides latency measurements based on specific software real-time measurement
modules, designed and developed upon the introduction of a new response task model
and the use of cyclictest standard benchmark, (2) reveals novel insights in Linux real-
time performance on ARM-based development platforms (BeagleBoard and Raspberry
Pi), based on a comparative evaluation of real-time latency measurements at kernels with
and without real-time support and (3) presents a measurements approach and evalua-
tion methodology potentially applicable to other Linux kernels and distributions on such
ARM-based embedded devices.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes previous related work and
a brief discussion; Section 3 presents some of the background information and terminol-
ogy needed to understand real-time systems; Section 4 presents the methodology and
the performance measurements objectives aimed to be achieved; Section 5 describes the
software modules developed for this purpose; Section 6 presents the experimental plat-
form used as the test bed for the evaluation measurements performed; Section 7 discusses
the experimentations carried out, presents, respectively, the experimental results of the
response and periodic tasks execution outcomes at user and kernel space, the performance
measurements results using the cyclictest benchmark and a brief discussion analysis on
the results of the experimental research and the evaluation of Linux real-time functionality
with the PREEMPT_RT patch; Section 8 provides a summary of the research outcomes and
draws conclusions.

2. Related Work

In the case of real-time systems, their performance is analyzed by many different
approaches depending on the nature of the applications and other factors [32–35]. The
techniques and tools used depend on the aspects of performance targeted, most commonly
schedulability issues in real-time systems [36–41]. In Linux, latency issues, for example,
interrupt latency and scheduling latency, typically are investigated and measured with
benchmark tools, for example, the cyclictest benchmark. Cyclictest is usually used in
scheduling latency measurements in Linux and its principal real-time variant, the PRE-
EMPT_RT patch [42,43]. Nonetheless, latency tracing tools are also being applied [44,45].
Other works use and apply new benchmarks or test modules to investigate such perfor-
mance metrics and provide comparisons of different operating systems with real-time
capabilities [46,47].

In this research work, a combination of software test modules, developed particularly
for latency performance measurements, together with cyclictest standard benchmark tool,
is the approach followed in the investigation of real-time latency issues in Linux kernels
patched with PREEMPT_RT. Regarding latency measurements, the work of Brown and
Martin [48] inspired this work. They compare the performance of Linux kernels with
real-time support such as Xenomai and the PREEMPT_RT patch (2.6.33.7-rt29), using C
software modules to perform timing measurements of responsive and periodic tasks, with
real-time characteristics, at user and kernel space. However, their evaluation is based only
on a BeagleBoard microcontroller and Ubuntu Lucid Linux kernel configuration.

Performance evaluation of different kernel versions with real-time support has been
presented in many cases, but primarily on an x86 platform. In the work of Litayem and
Saoud [49], the authors evaluate the timing performance (latency) and throughput of
PREEMPT_RT with different kernel versions, using cyclictest and unixbench. The platform
is an x86 computer with CoreTM 2 Duo Intel CPU, running Ubuntu Linux 10.10. In the work
of Fayyad-Kazan et al. [50], the authors present experimental measurements and tests that
benchmark RTOSs such as Linux with PREEMPT_RT (v3.6.6-rt17) against two commercial
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ones, QNX and Windows Embedded Compact 7. The tests were executed on an x86
platform (ATOM processor). In the work of Cerqueira and Brandenburg [51], a comparison
of scheduling latency in Linux, PREEMPT_RT and LITMUS RT [52] is presented, based
again on a 16-core Intel CPU platform. The majority of these works rely upon x86-based
computer platforms with Ubuntu Linux. This ongoing research shows that the Linux
PREEMPT_RT competes with the tested commercial RTOSs [53]. Lately, some investigation
studies have appeared concerning measurements of latency on Raspbian Linux (version of
Debian) with real-time patch PREEMPT_RT vs. the default Raspbian [54–59]. However,
measurements are performed only with Raspbian Linux and the cyclictest benchmark.
Xenomai has also been used to provide hard real-time support to user space control
applications [60,61]. An interesting performance analysis research work is conducted
by Delgado et al. in [62] where the authors present an open-source EtherCAT Master
implemented on an embedded board using a dual-kernel approach with the latest versions
of Xenomai and embedded Linux.

This research is different from these works with respect to the multiple platforms
and the variety of Linux kernels and distributions upon which it is executed. Several
studies show that such Linux-based systems continue to gain more popularity and play an
increasing role in the embedded systems real-time control field [63–65] and today’s Internet
of Things applications [66,67]. Nevertheless, there is no sufficient research work in the
evaluation of the real-time performance of RPi’s and BBAI’s Linux kernels patched with
PREEMPT_RT. This research work comes to add to this empirical knowledge of latency
measurements and evaluation of real-time execution efficiency in such platforms having
Linux kernels patched with PREEMPT_RT.

3. Background: Real-Time Approaches and Terminology

In this section, we introduce the basic background behind our real-time performance
measurements and analysis framework.

3.1. Real-Time Operating System

Systems are referred to as real-time when their correct behavior depends not only on
the operations they perform being logically correct but also on the time at which they are
performed [63]. Within a real-time system, each real-time task must complete its work
before a deadline.

A real-time operating system is an operating system intended to serve real-time
applications which have well-defined fixed timing constraints and require timely responses.
Real-time operating systems are designed to run applications with very precise timing,
keeping the amount of error in the timing of a task over subsequent iterations of a program
or loop, between acceptable limits [68]. Guaranteeing real-time performance requires
the use of efficient scheduling policies or algorithms. A scheduling algorithm, among
other features, assigns a priority to each task and defines how tasks are processed by
the operating system. A scheduling algorithm for a real-time system ensures that each
real-time task will always meet its deadlines.

A real-time operating system among other features has a deterministic timing behavior
and preemption capabilities. Deterministic timing behavior ensures time deterministically
bounds on task scheduling, interrupts response latency and random latency or jitter. Jitter is
the delay variation between minimum and maximum response time. In this way, real-time
operating systems provide the required determinism needed by a real-time application in
order to be scheduled and executed in time. Lower latencies contribute substantially to
this direction. That means efficient and low latency interrupt handling, where a higher
priority task can preempt a lower priority task. Such a feature is essential particularly in
hard real-time control systems, where the response to real events, triggered by sensors, is
critical and requires on-time control and response by some actuators [69,70]. Processing
must be done within the defined timing constraints or the system will fail. Therefore, the
goal of a hard real-time system is to ensure that all deadlines are met. On the other hand,
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soft real-time systems do not always guarantee that will meet a deadline and a critical
real-time task will complete on time.

A real-time operating system ensures priority inheritance. Priority inheritance enables
a higher priority task, which is awaiting for a lock (mutex) held by a low priority task,
to wake up more quickly and continue execution, since the low priority task inherits its
priority and shortens its execution time. In Linux, since kernel version 2.6.18, mutexes
support priority inheritance.

3.2. Real-Time Approaches in Linux

Linux has been developed as a general-purpose operating system. The Linux kernel is
a low-latency preemptible kernel by default, capable of satisfying soft real-time require-
ments. Preemption at the kernel level is a necessity in order to consider real-time Linux
at any level. Towards this goal, several approaches have been proposed that introduce
actual real-time capabilities in the kernel. Among these, is the PREEMPT_RT patch, capa-
ble of minimizing both operating system overheads and latencies by directly modifying
the existent kernel code. According to Reghenzani et al. [53], the real-time approaches
alternative to the kernel based on the PREEMPT_RT patch are cokernel and single kernel
approaches. A key feature of cokernel approaches is that a second kernel is dedicated to
the management of the real-time applications. This additional kernel is working as a layer
between the hardware and the general-purpose Linux kernel. This layer handles all the
real-time requirements. The most common open-source cokernel approaches are RTLinux,
Xenomai and RTAI.

The PREEMPT_RT patch of the Linux kernel follows a single kernel approach that
aims to improve the Linux kernel itself by providing bounded latencies and predictability.
The PREEMPT_RT patch enables the kernel to be interrupted while executing a system call,
in order to service a higher-priority task. The major goal of the PREEMPT_RT patch is to
increase the degree of kernel code preemption towards a fully preemptible kernel (PRE-
EMPT_RT_FULL). This preemption level allows the real-time tasks to preempt the kernel
everywhere, even in critical sections. However, some regions are still non-preemptible,
like the top half of interrupt handlers and the critical regions protected by raw spinlocks
(raw_spinlock_t). All the sleeping mutexes have been replaced with rt_mutex type that
implements priority inheritance.

3.3. Latency Measurements Approaches—Techniques

Real-time measurements are taken based on the performance of real-time tasks gener-
ated according to the response and periodic task models. In Linux environments, a task is
synonymous with a thread. Therefore, each task is scheduled as a thread, with real-time
SCHED_FIFO policy and high priority. Thus, a higher priority task could block (preempt)
and temporarily suspend the execution of lower priority tasks (preemptive scheduling).
Although a higher priority task would not be delayed by lower priority tasks, however, it
may rarely have to wait within uninterruptible sections of execution. Ideally, each thread
could be given dedicated resources such as CPU and memory. Indeed, for all real-time
tasks current and future memory allocations are locked to prevent the page out of memory,
which improves the determinism. However, processor affinity was intentionally not set,
although each real-time task could easily be assigned to run in a different core to reduce as
much as possible the intercore interferences (interference delay time). Therefore, tasks are
allowed to migrate among all CPU cores (migration overheads). Thus, the CPU is shared
by multiple real-time tasks. Overall, the above may introduce some additional overheads
to the total response latency.

4. Methodology

A primary goal of this research is to measure the real-time responses of Linux kernels
and distributions in ARM-based embedded systems and platforms with the real-time
preemption patch PREEMPT_RT. For this purpose, specific measurement algorithms were
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developed and implemented as C threaded software modules. These modules enable
the evaluation of the latency occurring under real-time tasks execution, under idle and
load conditions, at the Linux kernel distributions with real-time support and the default
ones. The measurements platform is based upon a master-slave schema, in which the slave
devices (RPi3 and BBAI) under test are connected to and communicate with a Raspberry
Pi3 (master device) that performs the actual measurements.

The steps of the research process involved the design of the response and periodic
algorithms and models, upon which experimental tests were specified to run specific real-
time measurement tasks. The measurements obtained were validated with an oscilloscope
and compared to cyclictest benchmark results for verification purposes. Finally, an analysis
of the outcomes was performed (Figure 1).
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4.1. Design Approach

According to Davis and Burns [68], the overwhelming majority of the research in
multiprocessor real-time scheduling focuses on two simple task models: the periodic task
model and the sporadic task model. In the periodic task model, the tasks of a job arrive
strictly periodically, separated by a fixed time interval. In the sporadic task model, each
task may arrive at any time once a minimum interarrival time has elapsed since the arrival
of the previous task. This is because real-time tasks are usually activated in response to
external events (e.g., upon sensor triggering) or by periodic timer expirations.

In this research, we adopt a slightly different approach. This is partially based on the
periodic task model and the introduction of a response task model. A job is one unit of
work carried out by a single thread. The tasks that make up a real-time job are implemented
based on two task models: the response and the periodic task model. In the periodic task
model, each invocation of a task arrives strictly periodically, separated by a fixed time
interval. In the response task model, each task may arrive at any time upon the arrival of
the previous task. Each task τi is characterized by: its execution time relative to a deadline
ti, a maximum (or worst case) response latency wcrli and a minimum interval time tirv. A
task’s worst-case response latency wcrli is defined as the overall time elapsed from the
arrival of this task (timer interrupt) to the moment this task is switched to a running state
producing results. The worst-case response latency is a typical metric of the determinism
of a real-time task since most of the real-time applications require upper-bounded response
times. The worst-case response latency may be computed using various methods or by
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simple measurement programs. An average value of the response latency wcrlavg for a
number of runs (n iterations) could be calculated using the following equation:

wcrlavg =
∑i

n(trun − tarr)

n
, (1)

where tarr is the task’s arrival time and trun is the task’s run time.
The response latency includes: the interrupt latency tint, that is, the time it takes for

the interrupt to appear (indicated as latency); the interrupt service time tsv (indicated as
service time), the task scheduling latency tsc, that is the time it takes for the scheduler to
run (indicated as latency) and the task scheduling duration time tscd, as shown in Figure 2a.
All of these constitute the kernel’s latency. In addition, some extra time is needed for the
running task to produce results. Therefore, the total response latency is defined as the
overall time tall elapsed between a timer interrupt occurring at the master device (master
triggers output), and the moment the corresponding awaiting user-space task in the slave
device is switched to a running state producing results (enables GPIO output) (GPIO,
General Purpose Input/Output). In the periodic task model, each task runs for a specific
time interval time, semi-period tsm, based on an internal timer. The actual time elapsed for
a whole period (tpd) is the timer period (Figure 2b).
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The algorithms developed implement the above task models as the measurement
software modules designed in a modular mode. Within each module, each task executes
the main measurements loop based on timing data acquired from the device under test
and outputs the results. The measurements include the following:

• The maximum sustained interrupt frequency or frequency limits-stimuli, that is, esti-
mate the optimum value for the time interval (tint) between the generated interrupts,
that the system can handle efficiently.

• The response latency (including worst-case latency, wcrli), that is, estimate the time
elapsed from a GPIO input level change (IRQ, Interrupt Request) till the response
change of a GPIO output, at user and kernel space.

• In response tasks, measure the time elapsed (total latency, tall) until the (slave) device
under test responds.

• In periodic tasks, measure whether the slave device responds at proper time periods (tpd)
and produces timer interrupts at exact time intervals according to specified frequencies.

• General performance measurements and particularly latency measurements using the
cyclictest benchmark tool.
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4.2. Measurements Approach

The measurements software was designed as threaded modules in C. These modules
perform the measurements under two modes, at user and kernel space, of the response
and periodic real-time tasks. Some of the underlying principles that govern the design
methodology involve requirements, such as the running tasks to be scheduled as threads,
with real-time SCHED_FIFO policy and high priority (99). Since in PREEMPT_RT patched
Linux all interrupt handlers are switched to threaded (schedulable) interrupts, this feature
adds to its real-time throughput performance. This is because threads can block while usual
interrupt handlers cannot. Real-time application development with PREEMPT_RT requires
the POSIX real-time API (e.g., the pthread library) which is part of the standard C library.
Response and periodic tasks are passed as argument-functions to POSIX threads creation
function calls. From a scheduling point of view, it makes no difference between the initial
thread of a process, for example, executing the main() function and all additional threads
created dynamically. Although real-time application performance is not just a matter of
using a specific scheduling policy, on any system, all user-space processes are scheduled
with real-time scheduling class SCHED_FIFO and high priorities. That aims to ensure
timely execution of the tasks and decreased execution times and latencies. SCHED_FIFO
policy allows multiple tasks with the same priority to be scheduled in order with respect to
the time at which they were enqueued into the ready queue. Scheduling policy, attributes
and priorities were also set per thread upon their creation with POSIX thread scheduling
policy functions calls. Threads must voluntarily yield the processor for other threads, so
the SCHED_FIFO scheduling policy is used. The above approach of the real-time software
design is shown in Figure 3.
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Processor affinity was intentionally not set, although each real-time task could easily be
assigned to run in a different core to reduce as much as possible the intercore interferences.
Such a case, having more than one thread per core, may lead the performance to be
somewhat unpredictable due to potential locks. However, this is not valid, due to the
fact that the amount of threads generated is very small, just a main process with one
thread. Even with two threads of the same priority, the average thread switching latency in
Linux with PREEMPT_RT is negligible, as shown by the work of Fayyad-Kazan et al. [71].
Therefore, tasks are allowed to migrate among all ARM CPU cores. Overall, the above may
introduce some additional overheads to the scheduling operations that affect scheduling
latencies. For this reason, they are also taken into consideration in total response latency.

Precise timing and reliable latency performance metrics and throughput evaluation
of PREEMPT_RT patched Linux kernel require accurate timing source, for example, the
system timer in RPi3, part of the Graphical Processing Unit (GPU). The execution time of
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the software modules depends on the processors’ cores’ clock frequency, which is variable.
For example, the hardware 1 MHz system timer on the RPi3 is a dedicated timer that
runs independently from the processor. The system clock on the RPi3 has 1 µs resolution
accuracy. For this reason, in the master software modules that implement the performance
measurements, the system call clock_gettime() (defined in POSIX timers implementation)
is used for measuring time, with the highest possible resolution, and the clock id is set to
CLOCK_MONOTONIC. The execution of this function in RPi3 goes down to the BCM2711
driver to get the time values from the system timer registers. This function gives results
with nanosecond resolution and requires less than a microsecond to execute. Therefore,
for time benchmarking purposes at such resolution, this is sufficient. The actual time
measuring adds almost no overhead since it is in the order of a few tens of nanoseconds.
The same negligible overhead is observed by Garre et al. [72] where they conclude that the
time difference is below 100 nsecs.

Real-time performance metrics were additionally investigated using the cyclictest
benchmark, which is part of the rt-tests repository maintained by Linux kernel developers.
The benchmark was used to investigate further and conclude on the response latency
of the devices under test. All the results obtained by running the cyclictest benchmark
were later on compared to those obtained by the software modules. An oscilloscope
was used to directly measure the output voltages, triggering times and frequencies of
the signals on slave device’s GPIOs, for validation purposes. System tracing tools could
have also been used for some of the measurements, to investigate and analyze kernel
latencies and performance execution issues. However, intentionally, it was decided that
the development of specific algorithms and software modules would be dedicated to the
specific measurements of response and periodic tasks at user and kernel space. These
modules take into consideration specific critical real-time requirements, for example, high
priorities, locks of memory pages and high-resolution timers.

4.3. Response Task Measurements
4.3.1. User Space Measurements

The master RPi3 device performs the measurements. The slave devices were tested
with and without PREEMPT_RT-patched Linux kernels. The master device runs at specific
time intervals a task τi that triggers a GPIO input at the slave device (external interrupt
event), which the slave is polling in an infinite loop. Each running task τi consists of
two subtasks, loops of “1 s” and “0 s”. The master toggles its output value between 0 and 1
(loops of “0 s” and “1 s”) and begins to measure the slave’s response delay and perform
relative measurement metrics. The number of iterations is multiplied with each specific
task execution time ti defines the total duration of the execution. The slave device, upon
reading the change of the input state, sets its output accordingly (on a rising edge sets its
output line, while on a falling edge clears its output line). Then, the master device repeats
the loop for a number of cycles (100 K to 1 M) for sufficient measurements to be collected
for analysis. The average duration of each sample cycle was found to be at about a few
tens of microseconds, as it is documented further on. Measurements are performed on
both edges of the trigger signals (rising and falling). For each task τi, execution time ti is
derived as the sum of the response latency times, that is tlat1 for loop of “1 s” and tlat0 for
loop of “0 s”, plus the time interval tirv in-between the generated subtasks (interrupts). The
above is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Response latency (responsiveness) is one of the substantial measurements the experi-
mental tests aim to investigate. This is defined as the time from when the master device
stimulates an output GPIO pin (master module) until the time the slave device handles the
incoming interrupt event at its input GPIO pin and sets its output GPIO pin accordingly
(slave module). The user tasks are scheduled as soon as the interrupt handler returns.
Since with PREEMPT_RT (CONFIG_PREEMPT_RT_FULL) virtually all kernel code can be
involuntarily preempted at any time. When a process becomes runnable, there is no more
need to wait for kernel code (typically a system call) to return before running the scheduler
(spinlocks are replaced by real-time mutexes, sleeping spinlocks). So, when an interrupt
comes while the task is executing a system call, there is no need to finish this system call
before another task can be scheduled.

During the experiments, the master device toggles a GPIO pin defined as an output
repeatedly (external interrupt event), with the stimulus time set at 10 ms. At the end of
each measurement cycle, it estimates the mean, minimum and maximum response latency
of the slave device. The slave device was tested continuously with cycles of 1 million (1M)
interrupts for each task loop of “1 s” and “0 s”. The average running time of 1M samples
cycle for each loop on both the devices under test was about 180 min. The average duration
of each sample cycle was about 120 µs. This is the average time it takes the level of the
input control signal to raise to 3.3 V or fall to 0 V (accordingly for “1 s” and “0 s”). The tests
were executed continuously for several hours with cycles of 1 million (1M) interrupts for
each task loop of “1 s” and “0 s”, to obtain a sufficient number of measurements and extract
reliable values. Statistical computations were performed at the end of the measurements.

The experimental software measurements in user space show that an additional delay
influences in some cases the maximum values of response latency. This is due to the time
required by the master software module to execute the measurements. Thus, there is a
slight delay of a few microseconds between the activating event and the instant output
when the task starts executing. This is acceptable, since there is always a delay between
occurrence and completion of an event, as long as this delay does not exceed a maximum
value, specified by the timing requirements of the real-time application. In our case, this
minor delay does not affect the task’s response times and does not impose a lower bound
on the deadlines that can be supported by the system. However, in determining whether
a system can ensure the required output in a timely manner, it is appropriate to take
into account any additional time required by a task to produce output. In a real-time
system where the interaction with the external world has to be within predictable and
acceptable working limits, the overall response delay is an important factor that is always
being considered.
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Both kernels were tested under load too. For this purpose, a custom script was
implemented, running with high priority, in the slave device under test. The custom script
uses rt-tests hackbench to generate synthetic workload by simply copying SD card contents
to/dev/null, to nothing. That is about 8.1 GB and takes about 7 min (423 s) at 19.0 MB/s.

4.3.2. Kernel Space Measurements

At kernel space, the master device performs the measurements in a similar way to the
user space experimentations. However, in this case, the slaves’ software control module is
based on a kernel module. The master device once again at specific time intervals triggers
a GPIO input at the slave device, which the slave is polling in an infinite loop. The slave
device, upon reading the change of the input state, sets its output accordingly, based on a
kernel module developed for this purpose and inserted in the Linux kernel. This module
uses an interrupt handler function (only the top-half) to service the input change and sets
the output accordingly. Then, the master device again repeats the loop and performs the
same measurements for a number of cycles (100 K to 1 M). The overall tests were executed
repeatedly for a few hours.

4.3.3. Measurements Validation

Software modules provide consistent and reliable results based on experimental
iterations. In order to validate further the results obtained by the software modules,
the measurements taken internally are compared to those measured externally with an
oscilloscope. In particular, the slaves’ response delay is measured as the time between the
rising edges of the incoming and the outgoing signals at the slave device. Their properties
such as time intervals and frequencies were analyzed over time, in order to validate the
latencies. The probes were attached in bare metal to the master’s and slave’s GPIO outputs.
In this way, when the master triggers its output, the time delay until the slave enables its
output is measured directly by the oscilloscope.

4.4. Periodic Task Measurements

Periodic task measurements aim to verify that the slave device responds at proper
periods and at the same time to investigate the state in which the slave device cannot
react properly.

4.4.1. User Space Measurements

The slave device at a specific periodic rate, based on an internal timer generates a
periodic square wave that toggles periodically the value of an output configured pin. The
master device that performs the measurements polls an input that connects to the slave’s
output in an infinite loop. Once its state is changed (rising edge of the first interrupt), it
begins to count the time until it is changed again (falling edge of the second interrupt).
Therefore, measurements are performed on both edges. In this way, on every even timer
interrupt at the slave device, the master device measures the actual semi-period between
both edges.

4.4.2. Kernel Space Measurements

The experimental setup and layout of the devices are the same as described earlier.
The master device performs the measurements in a similar way to the user space experi-
mentations. However, in this case, the slaves’ control software is a kernel module that uses
an internal high-resolution timer to produce the periodic interrupts. The slave device at a
specific periodic rate, based on an internal high-resolution timer, toggles the value of an
output pin periodically. The master device polls an input that corresponds to the slave’s
output, in an infinite loop. Once its state is changed (rising edge), it begins to count the
time until it is changed again (falling edge). In other words, measurements are performed
again on both edges. In this way, on every even timer interrupt at the slave device, the
master device measures the actual semi-period between both edges. This experiment is to
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verify that the slave device responds at proper periods and at the same time to investigate
the state in which the slave device cannot react properly.

4.5. Cyclictest Measurements

The real-time performance of Linux kernels with PREEMPT_RT support running in
ARM-based devices was additionally investigated using the cyclictest standard benchmark.
This benchmark measures the time from the occurred event (e.g., an interrupt) to the start
of real work. It provides a mechanism to measure the latency of the processor for a number
of times defined by the user. For this purpose, it creates a number of threads (one per core)
that repeatedly checks in a loop how much time the processor takes to respond during a
period of time. On each cycle, the actual time is determined, the maximum difference in
expected versus actual time is calculated and various other statistics are collected.

5. Measurements Software

The experimental tests run for a long duration to evaluate the latency occurring in
real-time tasks execution, under idle and load conditions, at the Linux kernel distributions
with real-time support (patched with PREEMPT_RT) and the default ones. Measurements
include the throughput time delay of response and periodic task execution at user and
kernel space. The results of the experiments performed are reproducible. The experimental
software modules are available as an open-source project at GitHub https://github.com/
gadam2018/RPi-BeagleBone (accessed on 12 February 2021) [73]. The same evaluation
modules and performance measurement methodology could be applied to other Linux-
based systems and platforms.

5.1. Response Task Measurement Algorithm

In user space measurements, the software module in the master device performs
the overall control of execution and metrics measurements. The same master module is
applied for kernel space measurements. This module triggers the slave device at specific
and random time intervals (e.g., 1 ms to 10 ms) in a loop for a number of iterations (e.g.,
100 K to 1 M) and measures the time elapsed (latency) until the slave device under test
responds. In the slave device, the software module responds to GPIO toggle frequency
(e.g., 10 kHz) in an asynchronous manner by activating a GPIO output, as soon as the level
of a GPIO input changes.

In kernel space measurements, in the slave device, the software module is inserted
into the slave’s kernel as a loadable kernel module. This module uses an interrupt handler
function (only the top-half) to service the input change. For real-time critical interrupts, top-
half interrupt handlers are preferred as they are started by the CPU as soon as interrupts
are enabled. On the other hand, a bottom-half starts after all pending top-halves have
completed their execution. In the PREEMPT_RT patch, this is accomplished by forcing
bottom half processing to take place in kernel threads, which can be scheduled such that
they do not delay high-priority real-time tasks.

Both the default Linux kernels and the ones with the PREEMPT_RT patch were tested
under normal and load conditions with a high priority load test script. In real-time patched
Linux kernels the modules run with low latency delays and low signal jitter (period
irregularity), despite the fact that the multicore processor was under load. The kernels with
the PREEMPT_RT patch were capable to maintain low latencies despite the increased load.

C implementations use the kernel’s sysfs interface, although they require calls into
the kernel to change GPIO states and these require costly context switches. The basic
functionality of these modules is shown in Figure 5 and as pseudocode in Appendix A
(Algorithm A1). The master response module performs initializations, sets the scheduling
policy, the events to poll and triggers the device under test (writes GPIO output, gets
clock time and polls input). In user space, the slave software polls the input and writes
accordingly the output, while in kernel space, the slave software (as a kernel module)
services the interrupt by getting the input value and setting the output. Once the desired

https://github.com/gadam2018/RPi-BeagleBone
https://github.com/gadam2018/RPi-BeagleBone
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number of loops is reached, the master module performs metrics calculations and outputs
the results.
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5.2. Periodic Task Measurement Algorithm

In the master device, the control software monitors whether the slave device under
test responds in proper periods. In particular, whether it produces timer interrupts at exact
time intervals. The same master module is applied for kernel space measurements. In user
space measurements, the control software in the slave device toggles the value (0, 1) of
an output pin, at specific time intervals, based on an internal timer (e.g., with a period of
30,000 µs and decreasing values). In the master device, the control software performs the
measurements of the actual time elapsed (timer period). In kernel space measurements,
the control software in the slave is inserted into the slave’s kernel as a kernel module. The
difference with the slave’s response task module at kernel space is that this module uses an
internal high-resolution timer. A high-resolution timer is usually a requirement in real-time
systems when a task needs to occur more frequently than the 1 millisecond resolution
offered with Linux.

Both the default Linux kernels and the ones with the PREEMPT_RT patch were tested
under load conditions. The results show that despite the stress load, the kernels with the
PREEMPT_RT patch produce timer interrupts at exact time intervals.
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At the master device, this periodic task module is similar to the master’s response
module at user and kernel space. A substantial difference is that this module does not
produce any triggering output but reads the input for the interrupts occurred and measures
the time interval in between (half period).

At the slave device, in user space, this periodic task module is similar to the slave’s
response module at user space. The only difference is in the thread’s function structure.
It uses a high-resolution timer to produce timer-based interrupts. In kernel space, it is
similar to the slave’s response kernel module at kernel space, but with the difference that it
uses an internal high-resolution timer (linux/hrtimer.h). The basic functionality of these
modules is shown in Figure 6 and as pseudocode in Appendix A (Algorithm A2). The
master periodic module performs initializations, sets the scheduling policy, the events to
poll and reads the device under test (reads GPIO input, gets clock time and polls input).
In user space, the slave software reads the timer until the time interval is elapsed and
writes the output. In kernel space, the slave software (as a kernel module) in periodic mode
starts the high-resolution timer, services the interrupt and returns. Once again, the master
module performs metrics calculations and outputs the results.
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6. Experimental Platform

A master-slave schema was applied, in which the slave devices (RPi3 and BBAI) under
test were connected to and communicating with a Raspberry Pi3 (master device) that
performed the actual measurements. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7.
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In the majority of the experiments, the stimulus time (the time interval between the
generated interrupts) was set at an optimal value of 10 ms and below for testing and
sensitivity analysis purposes. The basic hardware components of the experimental test
system include an RPi3 that connects in a master-slave schema to another RPi3 and BBAI,
having bidirectional communication. There are a number of GNU/Linux distributions
such as Debian, Ubuntu and Arch Linux running in ARM-based platforms as the RPi3
and BBAI. The experimental tests carried out were based on the communication between
these devices. The devices were connected through GPIOs in a master-slave schema,
as illustrated in Figure 8. For RPi3, GPIO27 (pin 13) in the slave device was defined
as input and connected to GPIO17 (pin 11) defined as output in the master device. For
BBAI, GPIO_76 (P9, pin 15) was defined as input and GPIO_209 (pin 17) as output. The
communication was bidirectional, so the same connection was applied in reverse from the
slave devices to the master.
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The RPi3 is a low-cost, low-power, portable and stand-alone single-board computer,
which is being extensively used for embedded applications. The RPi3 has integrated an SoC
based on Broadcom BCM2837, which includes an ARM Cortex-A53 quad-core processor
running at 1200 MHz, and other chips on board supporting interface circuitry with real-
time peripherals (e.g., sensors and actuators). The CPU supports ARMv8-A architecture
and is capable of supporting 32-bit and 64-bit instruction sets. Although, primarily, it
is designed to function as a general processing computer, it shares many characteristics
with an embedded system [74]. The BeagleBone AI fills the gap between small single
board computers and more powerful industrial computers. The development board is
based upon a Sitara AM5729 SoC from Texas Instruments having a dual ARM Cortex-A15
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processor, which supports ARMv7-A architecture, running at 1 GHz up to 2.5 GHz, with 1
GB RAM and 16 GB eMMC on-board flash storage.

Both the default Linux kernels and with real-time support (patched with PREEMPT_RT)
were tested. For this purpose, different kernel configurations (on microSD cards) were
installed and configured on the slave devices under test. A PicoScope 3206 A oscilloscope
was used to visualize and measure the latencies occurring at the slave devices under test.
For validation purposes, these latency measurements were compared to the results of the
experimental software measurements.

7. Results and Discussion
7.1. Estimation of Maximum Sustained Frequency

A number of tests were executed with variable frequency values to estimate an
optimum value for the time interval between the generated interrupts (stimulus time at the
master device). Indicative results for some of these tests, for example, for 1 million (1 M)
interrupts, show that the slave devices with PREEMPT_RT can handle all the generated
interrupts if the time interval in between is above 10 ms (GPIO toggle frequency greater
than 10 kHz). Therefore, the safe maximum sustained frequency under which the system
does not miss any of the generated interrupts would be appropriate if the time interval
is set above 10 ms. For the majority of the experiments, the stimulus time was set at this
optimal value of 10 ms and below for testing and sensitivity analysis purposes. That means
that we could toggle the pin, for example, with a low frequency of 1000 Hz, for a period of
several hours (1 M interrupts) and above and get reliable responses. It was also observed
that for intervals less than 1 ms, the slave device under test could not always respond
efficiently, since in some cases long delays (above 1 ms) begin to appear.

7.2. Periodic Task User Space Measurements

Measurements were performed for a variable number of time samplings starting at
10,000 and decreasing, with a semi-period at 15,000 µs (30,000 µs period) and decreasing.
The results obtained show that the slave devices generate the timer interrupts at exact time
intervals, both at PREEMPT_RT-patched Linux kernels and without real-time support. In
other words, the master device measures the same semi-period length as the one produced
by the slaves’ internal timer. However, it was also observed that as the semi-period gets
smaller and at the same time the quantity of samples increases, the slave devices cannot
respond satisfactorily. For example, when the number of samples is increased above
10,000 with a semi-period less than 2000 µs, then longer delays start to appear.

The fully preempted kernels and without PREEMPT_RT support were also tested
under load by using the same aforementioned custom script, running with a high priority
set on 99, on the slave devices under test. The results show that the custom load makes
almost no difference to the performance since the timer interrupts were measured to be at
exact time intervals with minor variations.

7.3. Periodic Task Kernel Space Measurements

Measurements were performed again for the same quantity of samples starting at
10,000 and decreasing, with a semi-period at 15,000 µs (30,000 µs period) and decreasing.
In general, it was observed that the slave devices under test produce the timer interrupts at
exact time intervals since the master device measures the same length of the semi-period.
Furthermore, it was also noticed that as the semi-period gets smaller and the quantity of
samples increases, the slave devices again cannot respond satisfactorily.

7.4. Latency Measurements with Cyclictest

Cyclictest options, such as the behavior of each thread, the priority, the number of
loops, the thread base interval and the same priority for all threads, were tuned to match
the required measurements. Cyclictest measurements were performed for all Linux kernels
and distributions with and without the PREEMPT_RT patch, using the same execution run
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parameters, for example, with locked current and future process memory allocations and
standard SMP option for equal priority across all threads (e.g., #cyclictest –l 500,000 -n –t 1
–p 99 –i 400 - -smp). A representative sample output of the performance measured with this
benchmark (e.g., for 500,000 loops) for kernel version 4.19.67-2 under a Debian distribution
of Linux OS running on Raspberry Pi variants (used by many of the approaches that
examine RPi’s real-time properties with cyclictest) shows an average latency of about 10
µs, while the worst-case latency reached about 83 µs, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Cyclictest latency of Debian Linux kernel version 4.19.67-2 with the PREEMPT_RT patch.

Thread Priority Thread Base Interval (µs) Number of Loops Time (µs) Max Difference

Min Actual Avg

T: 0 (1153) 99 400 500,000 6 6 7 72
T: 1 (1154) 99 900 24,298 11 16 15 74
T: 2 (1155) 99 1400 142,859 6 10 8 76
T: 3 (1156) 99 1900 105,264 6 16 10 83

The results show the latency statistics in microseconds for each core in the slave device.
Avg represents the average latency being measured on the system, while Max represents
the maximum latency detected on the system.

Further on, cyclictest measurements were executed using mlockall (additional option
–m) to lock current and future process’s memory allocations, in order to ensure reliable
and fast response in time. Data automatically generated were collected for plotting a chart
of latency data using the gnuplot utility. The result of each execution is a histogram of
latencies, where the x-axis represents the measured latency delay (in µs) and the y-axis the
absolute frequency of the corresponding value. An indicative outcome of the experiments
is compared and depicted in Figure 9. Results at instant measurements show that for a
small number of samples (e.g., 0.5–1 M) there are no particular differences.
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The histogram has a normal distribution centered on 12 µs to 13 µs. The maximum
latency observed with PREEMPT_RT support is quite low at 83 µs, with a considerable
amount of samples below 50 µs.

The results obtained for all kernel versions and Linux distributions are summarized
and examined further in Table 3. Nevertheless, they all reconfirm that the Linux kernels
with the PREEMPT_RT patch can achieve sufficiently lower real-time responses, within
acceptable limits, well suited in many cases of real-time applications. In the majority of
cyclictest measurements, the minimum latency is below 50 µs and the maximum below
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100 µs. This indicates that Linux kernels with real-time support provide better responses
with lower latencies than the default kernels.

7.5. Latency Measurements

As examined earlier in the related work section, most of the approaches on measuring
Linux OS real-time performance and particularly latency are based on x86 CPU architec-
tures and the use of benchmark tools like cyclictest. There are a few approaches based on
ARM architectures, and particularly Raspberry Pi platforms, with PREEMPT_RT patched
kernel (under a Debian Linux version), however all of them are using only cyclictest stan-
dard benchmark for latency measurements. A summary of the results achieved compared
to our approach is provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Cyclictest latency results comparison for Raspberry Pi with Linux kernels with PREEMPT_RT.

Hardware (Raspberry Pi) Real-Time Kernel (Debian
Version)

Cyclictest Latency (µs) (Min,
Avg, Max)

Our approach
RPi3 Model B

64-bit ARM Cortex-A53 quad core,
1200 MHz

4.4.16-rt17-v7+ <50, 53, 80

Molloy [20]
RPi2 Model B

32-bit ARM Cortex-A7 quad core,
900 MHz

3.18.16-rt13-v7+ 9, 12, 98

EMLID [54] RPi Model B+
32-bit ARM1176JZFS, 700 MHz 3.18.7-rt1-v7+ 12, 27, 77

Durr [55] RPi Model B
32-bit ARM1176JZFS, 700 MHz 4.4.9-rt17-v7+ 23, 37, 156

Benway [56] RPi Model B+
32-bit ARM1176JZFS, 700 MHz 4.4.9-rt17-v7+ 20, 36, 105

Balci [57]
RPi3 Model B

64-bit ARM Cortex-A53 quad core,
1200 MHz

4.9.47-rt37-v7+ <50, <50, 91

Autostatic [58]
RPi3 Model B

64-bit ARM Cortex-A53 quad core,
1200 MHz

4.9.33-rt23-v7+ -, 40–70, 75–100

Riva [59]
RPi3 Model B

64-bit ARM Cortex-A53 quad core,
1200 MHz

4.14.27-rt21-v7+ -, 50–150, 147

Although the above cyclictest latency results of Linux kernels with the PREEMPT_RT
are based only on Raspberry Pi, they do reconfirm that our measurements approach
provides valid results, approximately within the same range (min: <50 µs, max: 150 µs).

Regarding latency measurements with specific software, very few works, like the work
of Brown and Martin [48], proceed into the development of certain software measurement
modules particularly for ARM-based Linux platforms patched with PREEMPT_RT. Table 3
provides a summary of the results obtained by this work compared to their results for
Ubuntu Linux kernels with PREEMPT_RT. The intention is to reconfirm the results obtained
with PREEMPT_RT rather than providing a fair comparison since the kernel versions are
significantly different.
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Table 3. Software modules latency results for both approaches under Ubuntu Linux kernels with PREEMPT_RT.

Hardware
Linux OS with
PREEMPT_RT

Periodic Tasks
Period (µs)

Response Tasks Latency (µs)

User Space (Min, Max) Kernel Space (Min, Max)

RaspberryPi3 Model B 64-bit ARM
Cortex-A53 quad core, 1200 MHz (our

platform approach)

Ubuntu Mate,
kernel 30.000 49, 147 50, 67

4.14.74-rt44-v7 jitter = 0 90% of the latencies << 147 95% of the latencies << 67

BeagleBone AI 32-bit ARM Cortex-A15
1000 MHz (our platform approach)

Ubuntu, kernel 30.000 48, 142 46, 72

4.14.74-rt44-v7 jitter = 0 90% of the latencies << 142 95% of the latencies << 72

BeagleBoard C4, OMAP3520 SoC,
32-bit ARM Cortex-A8, 720 MHz

(Brown and Martin [48])

Ubuntu Lucid
Linux, kernel 7.071 157 (max) for 95% of the

time
43 (max) for 95% of the

time

2.6.33.7-rt29 jitter = 0 796 (max) for 100% of the
time

336 (max) for 100% of the
time

In RPi3 with the PREEMPT_RT patched kernel, the minimum latency is measured
to be below 50 µs, both at user and kernel spaces. In user space, 90% of the latencies fall
below the maximum of 140 µs, while in kernel space, 95% of the latencies fall below the
maximum of 67 µs. In BeagleBone AI, again the minimum latency is measured to be below
50 µs, both at user and kernel spaces. In user space, 90% of the latencies fall below the
maximum of 142 µs, while in kernel space, 95% of the latencies fall below the maximum of
72 µs. In BeagleBoard C4, at user space, for 95% of the time, the maximum latency does not
exceed the value of 157 µs, while in kernel space, this value is lower at 43 µs. Figure 10
illustrates the maximum and minimum response latencies and averages at user and kernel
space for both approaches and kernels with PREEMPT_RT in all devices (Raspberry Pi3,
BeagleBone AI and BeagleBoard C4).
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Both approaches use similar software modules for measurements and the commu-
nication structure of the devices. However, the hardware development platforms and
Linux kernel versions are different. On the other hand, they are both ARM-based CPU
architectures running among other versions of Linux, both Ubuntu too. Nevertheless, the
results on the real-time performance with PREEMPT_RT are quite close. In all experimental
test platforms, the real-time patched Linux kernels produce exact time periods (jitter is
zero) based on their internal timer.
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7.6. Overall Response Latency Results

The measurements software runs on a master RPi3 that connects to and communicates
with the slave devices (Raspberry Pi3 and BeagleBone AI) under test. Measurements
include: the throughput time delay or response latency of response tasks execution at user
and kernel space, the response time at specific periodic rates of periodic tasks execution at
user and kernel space, the maximum sustained frequency and general latency performance
metrics using the cyclictest benchmark. All experimental software measurements are
validated with an oscilloscope.

A summary of the response latency results for Raspberry Pi3 and BeagleBone AI
running Linux kernels with the PREEMPT_RT patch is provided in Table 4. Information on
variance and standard deviations is also provided. Overall, latency results, and particularly
maximum values on both the slave devices with preemption support, are lower. In the
Linux kernels patched with PREEMPT_RT, the oscilloscope measurements reconfirm the
results produced with the software measurements modules. Cyclictest results reconfirm
that Linux kernels with the PREEMPT_RT patch maintain much lower latencies than the
default Linux kernels.

7.6.1. Results at User Space

The majority of the Linux kernels’ measurements with PREEMPT_RT-patched kernel,
have shown the minimum response latency to be below 50 µs. The maximum worst-case
response latency (wcrl), which indicates the longest time it takes the slave device to respond
to an event, reached about 118 µs as an average value (for RPi3 and BBAI). The majority of
the latencies (about 90%) on the RPi3 and BBAI with preemption support are quite below
this maximum. However, on some occasions, maximum latency exceeded one millisecond.
In general, maximal latencies do not often cross that value with the PREEMPT_RT patched
kernel. The same measurements without PREEMPT_RT support (default Linux kernels)
have shown the minimum response latency to be about the same and below 55 µs, however
the maximum at about 329 µs. This maximum observed latency is significantly higher than
the one observed under the PREEMPT_RT-patched Linux kernels. Figure 11 illustrates the
maximum worst-case response latencies and how measurements are spread out from the
average (stdev, as a stacked area) at user space for both kernels (default and preempted)
and devices (RPi3 and BBAI).
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Table 4. Overall response latency results with and without the PREEMPT_RT patch.

Raspberry
Pi3/BeagleBone AI

Linux Kernel
Version

Samples Space PREEMPT_RT

Latency (µs)

Software Modules Oscilloscope
Min/Max/Avg

Cyclictest
Min/MaxMin/Max (wcrl) Stdev/Variation

RPi3 Ubuntu Mate
4.14.74-rt44-v7

1 M

user
yes 49/147 65/4261 49/128/105 <50/61

no 53/360 33/1137 51/370/109 <50/305

kernel
yes 50/67 20/417 42/56/50 -

no 51/81 15/233 44/93/70 -

BBAI Ubuntu
4.14.74-rt44-v7

1 M

user
yes 48/142 63/4122 49/105/98 <51/57

no 52/290 11/197 51/354/109 <51/280

kernel
yes 46/72 21/453 47/67/60 -

no 50/73 24/578 51/67/55 -

RPi3 Arch Linux
4.19.10-1-ARCH

1 M

user
yes 42/122 67/2336 44/129/98 <50/67

no 54/330 32/990 51/350/111 <50/310

kernel
yes 51/56 20/411 40/51/51 -

no 51/79 17/788 43/89/65 -

BBAI Arch Linux
4.19.10-1-ARCH

1 M

user
yes 52/114 57/965 50/124/93 <50/72

no 54/341 29/622 53/371/111 <50/355

kernel
yes 55/65 20/298 50/71/68 -

no 57/88 15/239 50/87/73 -

RPi3 Debian (Buster)
4.19.67-2

1 M

user
yes 40/90 79/6336 41/98/95 <50/80

no 53/343 34/1190 53/310/101 <50/290

kernel
yes 48/53 19/383 42/50/49 -

no 48/60 13/2988 44/76/59 -

BBAI Debian 4.19.67-2 1 M

user
yes 47/91 68/3450 49/94/90 <50/69

no 54/310 29/978 54/351/112 <50/369

kernel
yes 51/65 24/531 50/69/62 -

no 55/77 12/165 51/76/71 -
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For real-time systems with strict timing constraints, this worst-case latency needs to
be considered. The experimental results indicate that a value of about 150 µs, as an upper
bound, could be an acceptable safety margin for such low frequencies in most real-time
systems running in such a cooperative way, as long as the frequency time step value
is higher.

7.6.2. Results at Kernel Space

Measurements with PREEMPT_RT-patched Linux kernels have shown the minimum
response latency to be again below 50 µs with a maximum of 72 µs. A considerable amount
of latencies (about 95%) are below this maximum. Interrupt service time measured at the
slave devices was found to be very small (about 2–5 µs). The same measurements without
PREEMPT_RT support have shown the minimum response latency to be about the same
and below 57 µs with a maximum of 88 µs.

8. Conclusions

This research work presents the experimental evaluation of Linux real-time perfor-
mance, and particularly latency issues, in kernels and distributions with the real-time
variant PREEMPT_RT on Raspberry Pi3 Model B and BeagleBone AI ARM-based microcon-
trollers. The choice is based on the fact that such microcontroller units have sufficient pro-
cessing power, are low cost, quite flexible and used extensively in various embedded control
applications. Currently, there is limited research investigating the real-time performance of
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such ARM-based embedded platforms running Linux patched with PREEMPT_RT. Lately,
a few studies have appeared to tackle such issues, although measurements are based
primarily only on the cyclictest benchmark.

Experimental measurements provide novel insights on Linux real-time performance
on ARM-based devices. The experimental results show that Linux kernels with the PRE-
EMPT_RT patch provide better guarantees of hard real-time performance than the default
ones. The majority of latencies on kernels with real-time support are considerably lower
compared to those in the default kernels and are below 50 µs. The average maximum
observed latency of 118 µs is still significantly lower than the one observed under the
default Linux kernels. In real-time embedded devices running in such a master-slave mode
(such as RPi and BBAI), a response latency value of about 150 µs, as an upper bound, could
be an acceptable safety margin. Overall, the latencies and particularly the maximums are
reduced in kernels with real-time support, thus making Linux with PREEMPT_RT more
suitable for use in time-sensitive embedded control systems, as this experimental research
provides evidence.

Real-time performance evaluations are based on the development of new specific real-
time software measurement modules designed upon the introduction of a new response
task model, an innovative aspect of this work. Some of the key features and contributions
of this research work are the following:

• Provides latency measurements based on specific software real-time measurement
modules, designed upon the introduction of a new response task model;

• Reveals novel insights on Linux real-time performance on ARM-based development
platforms (BeagleBoard and Raspberry Pi), based on a comparative evaluation of
real-time latency measurements at kernels with and without real-time support;

• Presents a measurements approach and evaluation methodology potentially applicable
in other Linux kernels and distributions on such ARM-based embedded devices.

In our future work, we will extend our measurements methodology and evaluation
analysis and provide further comparisons with other real-time OS such as Xenomai, etc.
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Appendix A

Algorithm A1 User and kernel space response task measurement algorithm

Master response task module at user and kernel space
scheduling is SCHED_FIFO at priority 99← set thread’s scheduling algorithm to real-time
events is POLLIN or POLLPRI← set the events to poll until there is data to read
loops← set by command line argument
no_of_iterations is below or equal to loops
while no_of_iterations is below or equal to loops, do
setting← 1
write fd_output setting← set the value of output pin that triggers the slave
clock_gettime begin_time
poll fd_input for events← await for interrupt infinitely
clock_gettime end_time
read fd_input← read input once enabled by the slave
setting← 0
end
Slave response task module at user space
scheduling is SCHED_FIFO at priority 99← set thread’s scheduling algorithm to real-time
events is POLLPRI← set the events to poll until there is data to read
while 1 do
read fd_input← read input once enabled by the master
poll fd_input for events← await for interrupt infinitely
write fd_output setting← set the value of output pin accordingly (to 0 or 1)
end
Slave response task module at kernel space
function kgpio_init← uses the GPIO kernel interface
gpio_request gpio_out← request GPIO output
gpio_direction output← set up as output
gpio_request gpio_in← request GPIO input
gpio_direction input← set up as input
gpio_to_irq irqNumber←maps GPIO to IRQ number
irq_request irq_handler← request an interrupt line
end function kgpio_init
function gpio_irq_handler← uses an interrupt handler function (only the top-half) to
service the input change
gpio_get_value gpio_in← gets GPIO input value
gpio_set_value gpio_out to gpio_in← sets GPIO output accordingly
return IRQ_HANDLED← interrupt serviced
end function gpio_irq_handler
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Algorithm A2 User and kernel space periodic task measurement algorithm

Slave periodic task module at user space
timerfd_create is CLOCK_MONOTONIC← set the clock to mark the timer’s progress
timerfd_settime is ABSTIME← start the timer
semi_period_interval← set by command line argument
no_of_iterations is below or equal to semi_period_interval
while no_of_iterations is below or equal to semi_period_interval, do
read timer_fd← read the timer until the time interval is elapsed
write fd_output setting← set the value of output pin accordingly (to 0 or 1)
end
Slave periodic task module at kernel space
function kgpio_init← uses an internal high resolution timer
hr_timer_init high_res_timer
hr_timer_set CLOCK_MONOTONIC
hr_timer_mode HRTIMER_MODE_REL
hr_timer_function timer_func
end function kgpio_init
function gpio_irq_handler← the GPIO IRQ handler function
hrtimer_start high_res_timer← starts high resolution timer
return IRQ_HANDLED← interrupt serviced
end function gpio_irq_handler
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